
Product link:  

https://www.amazon.com/ECCO-Exostrike-Outdoor-Cayote-Medium/dp/B07RRJGQNX/ref=s
r_1_3?dchild=1&keywords=ecco+work+boots&sr=8-3 

350 words minimum each review. 

Please follow this outline: 

● 2-3 line intro about manufacturer 
● Subhead 1: Look & Design 
● Subhead 2: Comfort 
● Subhead 3: Additional Features 
● Pros 
● Cons 

IMPORTANT POINTS TO NOTE: 

● Non value-adding information should be minimized as much as possible. Try to            
include relevant details about the product rather than including sentences like “this            
product is the best in the market”. Such statements don’t provide any real information              
to the users. 

● In the subhead “look and design” the dimensions, weight, color, material, and other             
important details about the boots should mandatorily be mentioned. 

● In the subhead “comfort” the details about how the shoe provides comfort to the user               
should be mentioned. 

● In the “Additional Features” subhead other details that have not been covered above,             
like the warranty, package inclusions, and more should be mentioned. 

● Please go through the writing guidelines before writing. Naming style for products            
and basic style pointers are given there. They should be followed. 

DO NOT: 

● Copy and paste directly from Amazon product page. Such content will be rejected. 
● Submit improper grammar and spellings. Such content will be rejected. 
● Submit less than 350 words per review. You may include a few wordy sentences if               

the information given on the Amazon page is very less to make up for the word                
count. 

 

If you do not understand the task or get stuck anywhere, please ask rather than submitting                
low quality work. 
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                            ECCO - MEN’S EXOSTRIKE MID OUTDOOR BOOT 
 
 

ECCO, a well-known company, located in Denmark, is famous for its production of             
shoes and leather goods. They manufacture an impressive variety of products across            
99 countries and are readily striving to innovate and define new standards for the              
leather and footwear industry. The brand relies on quality craftsmanship and strives to             
achieve new levels of comfort with their wide array premium quality boots and other              
goods. They readily experiment with new features that has resulted in a vibrant and              
growing footwear collection. 
 
LOOK AND DESIGN 
 
These boots have been carefully crafted and support an impressive and attractive            
outer body. They are available in 5 different color combinations - Coyote Nubuck,             
Warm Grey Nubuck, Black Dyneema, Wild Dove Nubuck and Wild Dove Dyneema.            
This hybrid boot is a combination of functional, outdoor style and street smart design.              
The boots weigh 2 pounds and the uppers are crafted from the world’s first              
DYNEEMA® BONDED leather. The uppers combine with an exaggerated tongue,          
partly concealed laces and a luxurious leather lining, resulting in a boot that both talks               
the talk and walks the walk. The heel cup provides for a snug fit and protective support                 
throughout the day. The boots pose a suede-like rough exterior which promise for             
durability. The package design for the boots is impressive and package size has             
dimensions of 13.3 x 11.3 x 5.2 inches. 
 
COMFORT 
The product has been designed so as to provide the highest standards of comfort.              
These boots can be worn in different environments while retaining their flexibility and             
durability. The hidden lacing structure adds elements of protection for your feet. They             
can be worn in different situations and conditions. The ultra light P. U PHORENE              
increases the shock absorption and provides added comfort. Even with its many            
features and tough exterior, the boots remain lightweight, posing a tear-resistant finish.            
The rugged outsole design provides for a tough grip and traction which works even in               
the most trying of terrains. 
 

 
PROS 
● Provides, durability and flexibility  
● Super tough but lightweight  
● Resistant to water and moisture  
● The many layers of padding provide for added comfort  

  
      CONS  

● Higher price range 
● Customers have experienced sizing issues  

 
https://us.ecco.com/ecco-mens-exostrike-mid-832314.html 
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